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Feet:

Who’s picking them up, you or your horse?

Have you ever thought about
how your horse feels when
his feet are handled? Anna
Bonnage explains why it is
important to create a good
feeling.

B

eing able to pick up a horse’s feet
without getting kicked, pulled on,
or leant against is all some people
want so that trimming, shoeing, or
attending to a wound is made as easy as
possible for the human.
I agree; I don’t want to be pulled and
pushed around, and it’s not fair for a
farrier or vet either. I go one step further,
though: I want horses to feel good about
the process of having their feet handled.
Why? Because a horse is born looking
to the rest of the herd for support and
direction and they desire these qualities
from us as well. Being a flight animal,
if they feel safe with their feet in your
hands it changes their perspective
on everything else in their life, for the
simple reason that a horse needs their
feet to escape danger. You are not seen
as a danger if a horse is willing to let
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you handle their feet with ease. This
positive experience causes the horse to
presume that you will be a safe person
in other situations also, especially new
circumstances.
Note I said that horses are looking for
‘support and direction’ from other horses
and us. They are team players, they know
they need each other in order to survive.
I view working with horses as being a
collaborative effort between human and
animal. With this in mind I like to give
the horse responsibility to pick their own
foot up. I don’t pull on their fetlock or
feathers, I stand in position and smoothly
run my hand down their leg. If I reach the
fetlock and they haven’t already lifted
their foot up for me, I’ll pinch the back of
the fetlock with my fingers. Some think
this might be scratch time and I’m kindly

relieving their itches, but even then there
is usually a moment when they lift it up
on their own accord. Once the horse has
picked their foot up themselves and I’m
holding it, I don’t lean against a horse
with my body. If we do they lean back
against us, we lean more, and suddenly
we’re setting a horse off balance. I have
seen this cause a horse to collapse onto a
knee and even fall down onto their side
on one occasion. It’s not fun for the horse
or human when this happens, so I try to
keep in the back of my mind that “a horse
can’t lean if they have nothing to lean on”.
If unable to hold their foot up for long,
I like to put it down just before they feel
unable to hold it any longer. They start to
trust that you were planning on letting
them have their leg back at some point
and, in time, they choose to wait longer

“If a horse is already fine for you to reach down their leg
with your hand, I spend time rubbing the legs in small circular
motions with my hands, rotating in rhythm either side of a leg
at the same time. Start on their body first, introducing them
to this sensation, and then work your way down the leg so
that the experience is progressive rather than a surprise.”
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and longer for you to place their foot to
the floor.
The other thing to consider is that
some horses really don’t like the feel of
their leg hair being ruffled against the
direction it naturally lays. To overcome
this, I might reach for a swimming
noodle (see photo one). I rather like my
front teeth so it’s perfect for reaching
to touch a horse around their hind legs
without my body being in an unsafe
position. We have to remember that a
horse’s hind foot can reach as far forward
as their elbow and that a horse is very
accurate. I’ve seen a brush swiped out
of a person’s hand before. It’s incredible
how accurate they are, as are mules and
donkeys if they feel the need to defend
themselves - maybe even more so than
horses. If a horse is already fine for you
to reach down their leg with your hand,
I spend time rubbing the legs in small
circular motions with my hands, rotating
in rhythm either side of a leg at the same
time. Start on their body first, introducing
them to this sensation, and then work
your way down the leg so that the
experience is progressive rather than a
surprise. This can make a huge difference
to a horse that has been labelled an
aggressive kicker. Even if this has become
a habit for a horse, the cause of this
behaviour was once - and on some level
still is - their self preservation because
they don’t feel safe.
I mentioned earlier how far forwards
a horse can kick and for this reason I
stand in close when handling their feet.
See photo two; I don’t necessarily let my
body touch theirs, but I don’t leave a two
foot gap between me and them either.
If you’ve ever been kicked you’ll know
that being more than two foot away from
the horse a kick can break a bone, but if
you’re in close you’re more likely to be
pushed away by the force. This is one
reason why, with some horses who allow
me to rub my hands on the inside of their
hind legs, I ask them to pick up a hind
limb from the inside of their fetlock not
the outside. A horse has to retract their
leg before they kick out and if our hand is
on the inside the action of retracting will
push our hand back out of the way. For a
horse that’s never had their feet handled
before, rubbing their leg before even
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considering asking them to lift a foot up
is incredibly effective. Sometimes a horse
handled this way never feels the need to
pull their leg away.
I mentioned earlier that some horses
aren’t keen on their leg hair being ruffled
in the opposite direction. They find it
more comfortable and acceptable for
us to hold their hoof, not the hair, once
they’ve lifted their foot up. I also like
to relax my hold and remove as much
tension as possible from my arm and
fingers without letting go of the foot
once it’s in my hand. This is important
to make the experience as comfortable
as possible for the horse, to encourage
them to leave their leg in this position. I
place my thumb on the bulb of the heal

and my fingers cup the hoof wall just
below the coronary band.
There’s a little secret I’ll share with you,
something incredibly effective. When
handling a forelimb, if we tip the toe up
towards the elbow the flexors in the leg
take over and the extensor tendons are
switched off. In this position the horse
has no power to strike the foot away from
your hand. It’s also possible to do with a
hind limb, tipping the toe up towards the
back of the fetlock. As you can imagine
this isn’t a comfortable position for a
horse, it’s simply a useful tool for when
a horse tries to pull their foot away; you
can hold the toe up in this way and then
release and allow the foot back to a
comfortable position as soon as the horse
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relaxes the leg. I like the horse to feel as
though they do things it to themselves,
their resistance caused their toe to come
up and their relaxation caused their foot
to lower. I’m aiming to have a horse’s
foot follow, without resistance, in any
direction I smoothly move it to - within
the boundaries of comfort for the horse
of course.
For a horse that has learnt that pulling
away or kicking is a successful way to
remove a human from their foot, as well
as rubbing their legs I like to place a
soft, roughly twelve foot rope around
their pastern, just below the fetlock
joint. Don’t tie the rope to the foot, this
could be dangerous for the horse and
isn’t necessary. See photo three. This
filly had just started to retract her leg
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ready to kick so I took the slack out of
the rope with my right hand, while my
left hand is holding the hoof wall and
on the inside of the leg for the reasons
explained above. If she started to kick
with force, causing me to let go of her
foot with my left hand, I would be able
to keep the tension with the rope hand
until she relaxes her leg and allows it be
held by the rope; then I would again take
hold of her foot with my left hand, and
immediately loosen the rope to remove
any restraint from it. It causes more
problems to try and rigidly resist a horse
kicking as ultimately they are always
faster and stronger than us, so I aim to let
their kicking feel difficult to them but not
impossible. This means the human has to
allow their arm and body to move back
and forth with the kicking motion while
holding the rope, not allowing the foot
to touch the ground and standing just
ahead of the horse’s elbow if necessary
to stay safe until the kicking subsides.
As seen here I intentionally don’t wear
gloves to do this. If I felt the need for
gloves then I would be holding with too
much resistance and would risk hurting
the horse’s skin also.
I’d like to talk about putting the foot
down. I see a lot of people, including
farriers, let go of the horse’s foot allowing
it to drop to the floor when they don’t
need it up anymore. A horse learns that
at any given moment their foot could
land with a thud - so understandably
they choose to take their foot away from
the human’s hold before this happens,
because it’s not a desirable experience.

This human habit teaches horses to pull
their legs away from our grasp, exactly
what we don’t want. I like to place the toe
all the way down to the ground as seen
in photo four; resting on the tip of the
toe, the bottom edge of the hoof wall.
Ignore the electric fencing in this photo I’ll explain that in a moment. If the horse
is used to having their feet dropped,
this approach I’m explaining will initially
worry them as they’ll fear the dropping
sensation but will learn to trust that you
won’t allow that to happen. You’ll feel
tension in their leg in this circumstance
and it helps to rotate the foot in a very
small, circular motion as you lower the
toe to the ground and place it directly
next to the opposite limb - as if you were
drawing around a fifty pence piece with
the back of the horse’s toe. Small, steady,
smooth circular motions cause the horse
to relax their leg. The horse builds trust
in you, partly because this approach
means you’re helping the horse to stay in
balance which feels good to them.
I’m always keen to reduce the need for
vet bills. As seen in photo four I found
my four-year-old filly in the electric fence
on two occasions, both times the fence
wasn’t working. One time she decided
to clamber through to get to some
preferable grass and I found her waiting
calmly for someone to untangle her. The
following occasion I presume she had
rolled too close to the fence and got up
with the top wire between her hind legs
and once again I found her patiently
waiting for me to let her out. There wasn’t
a mark to be found on her in either
circumstance. There is no doubt that her
understanding to not pull her legs away
when I handle her feet has not only made
handling easier for her and I, but has also
taught her how to wait in order to keep
herself from harm when she is on her
own in the field.
As always I want to thank my teacher
Harry Whitney in America for introducing
me to these ideas nearly twenty years
ago.
Anna is available for one-to-one lessons,
starting young horses, and nationwide clinics.
For more information, please see:
www.AnnaBonnage.com
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